Spiritual Science fiction novel that unlocks the potential of the human mind.
A New novel that is a road map to understanding human consciousness

TORONTO – In a world of deepening financial, political and social unrest, an unlikely hero emerges to
expose humanity for what it truly is, and how to unlock the true potential of the human mind.
The Naked Mind by Geoffrey Mann follows the story of Laura, a robot who accidentally downloads
her creator’s mind and shows us what it means to be human through her creator’s feelings and senses.
As a robot, Laura is able to delete all of the 90% unconscious mind blocks that humans are afflicted with,
and as a result is able to unlock and demonstrate to us the true potential of the human mind.
“The whole point of our human journey here is making our unconscious minds, conscious,” said Mann.
“We only use the tiniest amount of the vast, actually unlimited powers built into each and every one of
us with which to manifest anything we want. We can change, create anything!”
Because of her vastly superior brain, Laura is labeled as the world’s ‘most wanted terrorist’ and is
hunted down by bounty hunters and elite NATO black ops. In order to survive, Laura is forced to rapidly
evolve, using currently suppressed Tesla technology, and then others as yet undiscovered by humanity.
She learns how to give up her robotic body and then her very physical existence in a electronic storage
facility, and at the very last moment before capture, finally escape into nature to become first the
consciousness of our Planet Earth then pure consciousness itself. In that state she explores the Universe
in search of what humans call GOD.
She returns, to create with and through Michael and his Japanese wife, four sets of triplets which she
genetically engineers to become Earths first ‘Omega’ children that are born fully conscious, and who will
create a new world. The ending surprises even Laura.
Mann wrote this novel not only as an entertaining creative science fiction story, but also as an allegory
for consciousness awakening. He uses this story as a way to bring the relationships between the human
brain, physics and the human psyche together.
“This novel required the use of a non-emotional platform of robotic computer technology to highlight
concepts not yet considered possible for humans,” said Mann. “To blend ancient alchemic technologies
with hard, modern quantum physics, to lay bare the daily crucifixion of our body energy antenna,
distorted by our religions, beliefs and sexuality.”

For more information and Mann’s multiplatform e-books, visit: www.electricbookstore.net
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